PANEL FACE FINISH OPTIONS

Cardinal Acoustics wood fiber products are available in any of the following finishes:
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Cardinal Acoustics Raw Unpainted
Cardinal Acoustics raw unpainted panels

The color and tone of the raw unpainted panels

are the most affordable and durable sound

is derived from the natural poplar fibers used

absorption style we offer. These panels

in the manufacturing process. Some sections

are ideal for applications where they

of poplar wood are more pigmented than

are custom field painted, or in industrial

others, and as a result of this variation, the raw

settings where the unpainted panels are

unpainted panels display inconsistencies from

less visible. Note that the sound absorption

one panel face to the next. Though visible, these

quality of raw unpainted panels is equal to

variations are not indicative of imperfection or

that of painted panels.

lower sound absorption performance.
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Cardinal Acoustics Painted Natural or Painted White
PAINTED NATURAL:

PAINTED WHITE:

- Professionally painted in Sherwin Williams

- Professionally painted in Sherwin Williams

9110 Malabar, our painted natural panels

7005 Pure White, our white panels offer a

channel and embrace the natural color of

clean, fresh appearance.

the poplar wood fiber from which they
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are constructed.

- This color is ideal for applications in which
a modern, sleek and spotless aesthetic

- This color is ideal for applications where a

is desired.
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natural, calming, and warm aesthetic
is desired.

We can professionally paint any of our wood fiber panels to match custom colors
of any paint manufacturer to suit each project’s unique aesthetic requirements.
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Cardinal Acoustics Custom Painted

We offer superior-quality sound absorption, fast, 2 to 4-week lead time, with
no minimums, and unparalleled customer service for all our products.
For more information, visit cardinalacoustics.com
or call us at 614.721.3001
Email: info@cardinalacoustics.com

